Unbelievable!®
Juice Out!™
An industrial strength food, drink & cosmetic
dye remover for carpet and upholstery. Low
heat activation with an alkaline wet spotter
are the keys to great results for tough stains.
Food and fabric coloring is separated from
the stained fiber through a chemical reaction
in the heat transfer process.

Sizes: 16 oz., 32 oz., 1 gal., 55-gal. drum

Removes
Lipstick
Popsicle Coloring
Cake Coloring
Kool-Aid®*
Tropical Drinks
Cosmetics
Fabric ‘Bleeds’

Berries
Ketchup
Fruit Juices
Wine
Iodine
Grass
Tracked-in Dirt

*Kool-Aid® Brand is a registered trademark of Kraft General Foods, Inc.

Satisfaction guaranteed formula, as
long as product is used as directed.
Proven heat transfer method requires
an iron, clean towels.
Gets the RED out, fast!

Unbelievable!® Juice Out!
Directions
1. Generously drip Juice Out™ to the stained
area.
2. Gently agitate the stain with the rounded edge
of either Core’s T-bone spatula or tamp repeatedly with a spotting brush.
3. Wait 1 minute.
4. Submerse white terry towel in warm water.
Ring out excess water and fold once.
5. With a steam iron, using the lowest temperature setting (for silk, polyester), place hot iron
on top of folded moist, towel and place over
the stain. A thick towel will not require the fold.
Allow the iron to remain over the towel and
stain for 2 to 5 minutes. Monitor the progress
of the heat transfer procedure.
6. Sponge, rinse or water extract the area.
7. Repeat Steps 1—6 if color still remains
(normally, 2 applications are required).
8. Any remaining dye shadows may disappear as
Juice Out™ continues to work overnight or
until dry.

plication before continuing. Core will not assume any liability for damage to fiber colors.
Do Not Mix with Bleach or use in conjunction with any household products.
Ingredients: Water (CAS# 7732-18-5), Sodium
Sulfate (CAS#7757-82-6), Surfactant Mixture
(CAS# 065143-89-7), CAS# 070191-76-3), EDTA
(CAS# 64-02-8), Alkanolamines (CAS# 102-71-6,
CAS# 111-42-2).
Health: 1
Fire: 0
Reactivity: 0
Special: 0
pH: 10.5-11
Be aware that intentional misuse of product can
cause eye and skin irritation. In case of eye contact, flush with water for 15 minutes. In case of
skin contact, wash with soap and water. If irritation persists, seek medical attention.

If applying a second time, be sure to reapply
Juice Out™ to the stain, remoisten the towel and Do not ingest! If ingested, drink large quantities
refill the iron with water.
of water and seek medical attention.
For Best Results:
Incomplete stain removal (after a 2nd application)
is the result of insufficient heating time at a low
heat setting. A high heat setting is not necessary.
The type of iron used should have steam vents
covering the entire surface rather than a single
row of vents around the perimeter.

Caution: Keep out of reach of children.

The time the iron should be allowed to remain on
the damp towel will vary due to the severity of the
stain, the thickness and moisture content of the
towel and temperature setting of the iron.

Questions?
Contact Core Products Co., Inc.
401 Industrial Rd., Canton, TX 75103
800.825.2673 or www.coreproductsco.com

NOTE: In some causes, the heat transfer method
may lighten or remover weaker carpet dyes (such
as light blue, off white, white), so carefully examine the stained area after completion of each ap-

RECYCLE!
Please support recycling! This bottle may be refillable from our larger gallon containers. Before disposing, check with local, state and federal regulations for compliance.

